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Abstrat: As Map-Redue emerges as a leading programming
paradigm for data-intensive omputing, today's frameworks whih
support it still have substantial shortomings that limit its potential
salability. In this paper we disuss several diretions where there
is room for suh progress: they onern storage eieny under
massive data aess onurreny, sheduling, volatility and fault-
tolerane. We plae our disussion in the perspetive of the urrent
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evolution towards an inreasing integration of large-sale distributed
platforms (louds, loud federations, enterprise desktop grids, et.). We
propose an approah whih aims to overome the urrent limitations
of existing Map-Redue frameworks, in order to ahieve salable,
onurreny-optimized, fault-tolerant Map-Redue data proessing on
hybrid infrastrutures. This approah will be evaluated with real-
life bio-informatis appliations on existing Nimbus-powered loud
testbeds interonneted with desktop grids.
Keywords: Map-Redue, loud omputing, desktop grids, hybrid
infrastrutures, bio-informatis, task sheduling, fault tolerane
1 Introdution
The data-intensive siene is emerging as a new paradigm for sienti disovery
that reets the inreasing value of observational, experimental and omputer-
generated data in virtually all elds, from physis to the humanities and soial
sienes. As the volumes of generated data beome inreasingly higher, urrent
solutions for data storage and proessing show their limitations. In this ontext,
Map-Redue has arisen as a promising programming paradigm. Initially pushed by
Google, it rapidly gained interest among a large number of loud servie providers,
mainly for its potentially high performane salability for data-intensive analysis.
At the ore of Map-Redue frameworks stays a key omponent with a huge
impat on their performane: the storage layer. To enable salable parallel data
proessing, this layer must meet a series of spei requirements. First, eient
ne-grained aess to huge les is needed, sine Map-Redue appliations deal with
a very large number of small reords of data. Seond, a high throughput needs to
be sustained when a large number of lients aess the same les onurrently.
Handling massively onurrent reads AND writes is here an important hallenge. A
popular optimization tehnique employed in today's Map-Redue frameworks is to
leverage loality by shipping the omputation to nodes that store the input data;
the goal is to minimize data transfers between nodes. For this reason, the storage
layer must be able to provide the information about data loation. This data
layout exposure helps the framework to eiently ompute smart task shedules
by plaing tasks as lose as possible to the data they need.
Although speialized le systems have been designed to address some of
these ritial needs (e.g. HDFS [22℄, GoogleFS [8℄), they still have several major
limitations. Most Map-Redue appliations proess a huge number of small les,
often in the order of KB: text douments, pitures, web pages, sienti datasets,
et. Eah suh objet is typially stored by the appliation as a le in a distributed
le system or as an objet in a speialized storage servie. With the number of les
easily reahing the order of billions, a heavy burden lies on the underlying storage
servie, whih must eiently organize the diretory struture suh that it an
eiently lookup les. Therefore, one important hallenge is to nd salable ways
to organize data and to avoid omplex namespaes that are slow to browse and
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maintain. Another limitation regards the metadata entralization. In their original
avor, HDFS and GoogleFS use a single-node namespae server arhiteture,
whih ats as a single ontainer of the le system metadata. Deentralization is a
promising alternative, but it an be soure of metadata onsisteny issues.
More importantly, the existing storage approahes also suer from limited
throughput under heavy aess onurreny. HDFS does not support onurrent
writes to the same le, and the data annot be overwritten nor appended
to. While HDFS is not optimized for small I/O operations, it uses lient side
buering to improve the throughput. An important hallenge is to dene a
onsisteny semantis and to implement a onurreny ontrol mehanism for
it to sustain a high throughput under heavy onurreny, while oering a lear
set of semanti guarantees. Moreover, dediated fault tolerane mehanisms whih
eiently leverage the speis of Map-Redue software arhitetures are needed,
as traditional solutions employed by urrent systems do not appear satisfatory
enough.
Finally, an important hallenge regards the target exeution infrastrutures.
While the Map-Redue programming model has beome very visible in the loud
omputing area, it is also subjet to ative researh eorts on other kinds of large-
sale infrastrutures, suh as desktop grids. We laim that it is worth investigating
how suh eorts (urrently done in parallel) ould onverge, in a ontext where
large-sale distributed platforms beome more and more onneted together.
The work presented in this position paper introdues an approah whih
aims to overome the limitations mentioned above, in order to ahieve salable,
onurreny-optimized, fault-tolerant Map-Redue data proessing on hybrid
infrastrutures relying on louds and desktop grids. We are designing and
implementing our approah through an original arhiteture for salable data
proessing: it ombines two approahes, BlobSeer [16℄ and BitDew [7℄, whih have
shown their benets separately (on louds and desktop grids respetively) into
a unied system. The global goal is to improve the behavior of Map-Redue-
based appliations on the target large-sale infrastrutures. We will experiment
the eetiveness of our approah on Nimbus louds in onnetion with desktop
grid testbeds, with real-life workloads generated by data mining bio-hemistry and
bioinformatis appliations.
This Frenh-Amerian ollaborative researh work is supported by the
Frenh National Researh Ageny in the framework of the MapRedue projet
(http://mapredue.inria.fr, ANR-10-SEGI-001).
2 Motivations
2.1 An Appliation Case Study
In this work we onsider a motivating senario oming from the bio-hemistry
area: it onerns protein struture analysis. Proteins are major omponents of
life, involved in lots of biohemial reations and vital mehanisms. Proteins also
strongly partiipate to the moleular infrastruture of organisms (ell, organs,
tissues). The three-dimensional (3D) struture of a protein is essential for its
funtion and for its partiipation to the whole metabolism of a organism. However,
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Target Data size (models) Time
Ara H1 23 3 h 18 m
Ara H1 3,541 73 h 10 m
Figure 1 Computation time in drug and food allergy experiments with SuMo
due to experimental limitations, few strutures of proteins have been determined
with respet to the number of known protein sequenes. Indeed, there are roughly
60,000 strutures referened in a unique database, the Protein Data Bank (PDB),
whereas millions of protein sequenes are reorded in tens of other databases. To
model the struture of a protein or to infer its funtion, an usual way is to ompare
its strutural model to the whole set of known strutures.
The SuMo (Surf the Moleules) [11℄ appliation permits oarse-grain
omparisons of two protein strutures. SuMo performs strutural protein analysis
by omparing the struture of the protein against a set of referene strutures
stored in a database. SuMo an for example make a omparison of a set of protein
strutures against the whole PDB, representing hundreds of gigabytes of data. The
method is available online as a web portal opened to the sienti ommunity [10℄.
The SuMo software was used to determine ross reation allergy. An allergen
database was reated with the Modeome tool, whih is an automati homology
modeler. From 6,000 initial allergen sequenes, 3,541 models were omputed and
the database was onverted in SuMo format. The experiment was done with
this database and the "arahide Ara H1" allergen as the query omponent.
The omputations were ran on an intel Xeon 5160 3.00GHz 4-CPU 4GB RAM
omputer with a CentOS linux distribution. A rst run was done with this allergen,
pairwise ompared to a set of 23 models. The omputation time was 3 hours and
18 minutes, using full-time three CPU-ores. In the seond run, the allergen was
ompared to a larger set, the whole 3,541-models database, and required 73 hours
and 10 min (see the table in Figure 1). The results were ompared to the literature,
showing a great onordane with previous works.
The hallenge now is to analyze larger datasets with the SuMo method,
taking advantage of a Map-Redue framework over a loud omputing hardware
onguration or a hybrid testbed onsisting of multiple louds or ombining
louds with (enterprise) desktop grid testbeds. The goal is to dene the optimal
onguration to split the data to t the "Map" step. This rst step onsists in
ompiling the referene database and storing it aording to the data plaement
rules of the used loud. The seond step, the "Redue" one, onsists in ltering
and gathering the results, for example with a lter putting a threshold on the top
10 hits.
For pharmaeutial and bioteh industries, suh an implementation running
over a loud omputing faility opens several new appliations for drug design.
Rather than searhing for 3D similarities into strutural-biology data, it ould
beome possible to lassify the entire strutural spae and to periodially update
all derivative preditive models with new experimental data. This is a typial
data-intensive appliation that an leverage the Map-Redue model for a salable
exeution on large-sale distributed platforms. Having a loud- and dektop-grid-
enabled version of SuMo will also be representative and help to dene best
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praties for the usage of other bioinformatis appliations on the louds and on
hybrid infrastrutures.
2.2 On the Usefulness of Hybrid Infrastrutures
The goal of this work is to investigate ways to ahieve salable Map-Redue
proessing on emerging large-sale distributed infrastrutures. In the rst plae,
we onsider loud infrastrutures as made available today by IaaS (Infrastruture-
as-a-Servie) loud servie providers. As mentioned in Setion 1, data storage
failities available on suh louds are still rudimentary and do not t the needs
of data-intensive appliations with substantial requirements in terms of highly
onurrent data sharing. Making progress in this diretion is our rst goal.
Seond, we also onsider Desktop Grids as a type of large-sale infrastruture with
spei harateristis in terms of volatility, reliability, onnetivity, seurity, et.
In the general ase, Desktop Grids rely on resoures ontributed by volunteers.
Enterprise Desktop Grids are a partiular ase of Desktop Grids whih leverage
unused proessing yles and storage spae available within an enterprise. Making
suh failities available to external users is atually at the origin of the Cloud
Computing onept! The emergene of loud infrastrutures has opened new
perspetives to the development of Desktop Grids, as new types of usage may
benet from a hybrid, simultaneous use of these two types of infrastrutures.
We envision a typial senario where an enterprise would not use dediated, on-
site hardware resoures for a partiular need for data-intensive analysis (e.g.,
to proess ommerial statistis): it would rather rely on free unused internal
resoures (using the Enterprise Desktop Grid model) and, in extension to them,
would rent resoures from the loud when needed. Both arhitetures are suitable
for massively parallel proessing. This is a sample senario that ould benet
from the potential advantages of using suh hybrid infrastrutures. Finally, more
omplex ombinations of platforms resulting from the use of multiple louds in
extension to an Enterprise Desktop Grid, for instane, an be imagined. The
general arhiteture we are proposing an ope with suh a general senario.
3 Our Proposal: Global Arhiteture Overview
Our rst fous is the data storage and management arhiteture, whih aims
to enable highly-salable Map-Redue-based data proessing on various physial
platforms: louds, desktop grids or hybrid infrastrutures built by ombining
these two. To build this arhiteture, we hoose to rely on two building bloks
whih have already shown their benets, as shown in Figure 2. One of them is
BlobSeer [16℄, a distributed data management system that ombines distributed
metadata management with multi-versioning tehniques to enable ne-grain aess
to massive, distributed data under heavy onurreny. Preliminary studies [20℄
with BlobSeer as a storage substrate in Map-Redue frameworks for Hadoop-like
le systems have already demonstrated substantial gains for many aess patterns
whih exhibit onurreny: onurrent reads to the same le, onurrent writes
to the same le, onurrent reads (or writes) to dierent les. Consequently,
BlobSeer appears as an appropriate approah that outperfoms Hadoop's HDFS
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Figure 2 The global arhiteture of the hybrid approah.
le systems for Map-Redue proessing on louds. BitDew [7℄, a data-sharing
platform for desktop grids, is the omplementing building blok. Within BitDew,
we design a new network of storage peers. As usual, it handles ontent delivery,
but also, more originally, the main olletive data operations whih exist in Map-
Redue, namely the Satter (distribution of le hunks), Shue (redistribution of
intermediate outputs) and Combine (assemblage of the nal result) phases. These
two data management systems will be used in onjuntion to experiment with
hybrid infrastrutures.
Seond, we aim to introdue new sheduling tehniques for large exeutions of
Map-Redue instanes, able to sale over heterogeneous platforms (see Setion 5).
From the low level details of the sheduling of instane reations to the sheduling
of map and redue tasks over various platforms, we integrate sheduling heuristis
at several levels of the software suite.
Finally, we explore tehniques to improve the exeution of Map-Redue
appliations on large-sale infrastrutures with respet to fault tolerane and
seurity (detailed in Setion 6). As eah of these aspets alone is a onsiderable
hallenge, our goal is not to address them in an extended way: we will rather
fous on a few spei aspets related to the support of the Map-Redue paradigm
on louds and on desktop grids. Given the dynami nature of suh platforms
and the long runtime and resoure utilization of Map-Redue appliations, an
eient hekpoint-restart mehanism beomes paramount in this ontext. We
propose a solution to this hallenge that aims at minimizing the storage spae and
performane overhead of hekpoint-restart.
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4 Fous: Data Storage Arhiteture
4.1 Conurreny-optimized Storage and Proessing on Clouds: BlobSeer
In this setion we introdue BlobSeer [16℄, a onurreny-optimized data-
management system for data-intensive distributed appliations. BlobSeer an help
to overome some of the limitations presented in Setion 1 and to provide new
perspetives in the ontext of loud data storage. To meet the spei requirements
of Map-Redue based data-intensive appliations for large-sale infrastrutures, the
BlobSeer system was designed to omply with the following priniples:
Massive unstrutured data.
In BlobSeer, data is organized as a set of large, unstrutured sequenes of
bytes, denoted BLOBs (Binary Large Objets), uniquely identied. This ensures
data-loation transpareny, allowing users to aess data only by knowing a
simple identier, instead of being aware of the loation of a spei piee of
data. Furthermore, ompating many KB-sized les generated by distributed
appliations into huge les enhanes salability by reduing the management
overhead of many lenames and assoiated namespae hierarhies. However, to
provide a useful tool for proessing suh data, BlobSeer also provides an interfae
for ne-grained aess to the stored data sequenes, enabling onurrent proesses
to retrieve the needed data bloks without needing to sequentially searh through
the whole BLOB.
Data striping.
Eah BLOB is split into equally-sized hunks whih are distributed aross multiple
storage nodes. The size of eah BLOB is speied by the user, so that it an be
ne-tuned aording to the needs of the appliations. BlobSeer is able to ahieve
high aggregate transfer rates due to the balaned hunk distribution among storage
nodes, espeially when onsidering many simultaneous lients that require aess
to non-overlapping hunks of the same BLOB.
Distributed metadata management.
In BlobSeer, metadata denotes the information needed to map the loation of
eah BLOB hunks on the storage nodes. Eah hunk is uniquely identied in the
system by its BLOB identier, oset within the BLOB and size. Suh information
is stored on speially designed nodes and is employed by the users to disover
the loation of eah hunk that has to be retrieved. Distributing metadata also has
an additional advantage, namely it an eliminate single points of failure when the
metadata are repliated aross multiple servers.
High throughput under heavy onurreny.
This requirement is addressed in an original way through versioning-based
onurreny ontrol. In BlobSser, data is never overwritten. Instead, eah new
WRITE performed on a spei BLOB results in a new version. Eah BLOB
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Figure 3 The arhiteture of the BlobSeer system.
version stores only the dierential update with respet to the previous versions,
but exposes the whole BLOB obtained as a result of the WRITE operation.
This approah enables an eient implementation of onurrent updates of the
same BLOB, by onsidering all data and metadata immutable. Furthermore,
a versioning-based design allows for a omplete deoupling between onurrent
READ and WRITE operations performed on the same BLOB.
The arhiteture of BlobSeer is based on a set of distributed entities illustrated
in Figure 3.
Data providers host data hunks. Eah data provider is implemented as a high-
performane key-value store, whih supports fast upload or download of data
hunks. This in-memory ahe is baked by a persisteny layer built on top
of BerkleyDB, an eient embedded database.
The provider manager is responsible for assigning data providers to the
WRITE requests issued by users, using a ongurable strategy. The default
strategy is to selet the provider that stores the smallest number of hunks
and the smallest number of pending WRITE requests. More omplex
strategies an be implemented if the system has aess to more detailed
information about the state of the data providers and the user requirements.
Metadata providers keep trak of the hunks distribution aross data providers.
For eah BLOB, the metadata is organized as a distributed segment tree
where eah node orresponds to a version and to a hunk range within that
version. Eah leaf overs just one hunk, reording the information about
the data provider where the page is physially stored. The metadata trees
are stored on the metadata providers, whih are proesses organized as a
Distributed Hash Table.
The version manager ensures the serialization of the onurrent WRITE
requests and the assignment of version numbers for eah new WRITE
operation. Its goal is to reate the illusion of instant version generation, so
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that this step does not beome a bottlenek when a large number of lients
onurrently update a spei BLOB.
The lient library makes available an aess interfae to appliations. The lient
supports the following operations: CREATE BLOBs, READ, WRITE or
APPEND ontiguous ranges of bytes.
A typial setting of the BlobSeer system involves the deployment of a few
hundreds data providers, storing BLOBs of the order of the terrabytes. The typial
size for a hunk within a BLOB an be smaller than 1 MB, whene the hallenge
of dealing with hundreds of thousands of hunks belonging to just one BLOB.
BlobSeer provides eient support for heavily-onurrent aesses to the stored
data, reahing a throughput of 6.7 GB/s aggregated bandwidth for a onguration
with 60 metadata providers, 90 data providers and 360 onurrent writers, as
shown in [15℄.
4.2 BSFS: BlobSeer File System for Map-Redue
We integrated BlobSeer with Hadoop, by building a BlobSeer-based le system
(BSFS), that an suessfully be used as storage bakend for Map-Redue
appliations exeuted with Hadoop [20℄. BSFS an be used as both a stand-alone
DFS and as a replaement for HDFS in the Hadoop framework. BSFS takes
advantage of BlobSeer's features to provide high I/O throughput and to sustain it
under highly-onurrent aess to data. To this end, we implemented an API on
top of BlobSeer, with several funtionalities:
Managing the le system namespae : The BSFS layer keeps the le system
metadata and diretory struture, i.e., the information regarding le
properties and the hierarhy of les and diretories.
Mapping les to BLOBs : BlobSeer oers a at storage spae, in whih data is
kept in BLOBs uniquely identied in the system by a key. In order to use
BlobSeer as a regular DFS, BSFS maps eah le to a BLOB, by assoiating
the le name to the BLOB id.
Implementing the Hadoop API : By implementing the le system interfae
through whih Hadoop aesses its storage bakend, BSFS an serve as
storage for Map-Redue appliations running on top of Hadoop. Moreover,
BSFS an at as a stand-alone DFS that an be aessed through an HDFS-
like le system interfae.
Communiation between lients and BSFS is kept to a minimum, only for
operations onerning the le system metadata; data aesses are performed
through a diret ommuniation between the lient and the BlobSeer storage
nodes. BSFS also implements lient-side buering to redue overhead. This
onsists in prefething a whole hunk when a read of 4 KB is issued, and in
olleting the small reords issued as nal output until the data olleted reahes
at least the size of a hunk (64 MB by default). Hene, the atual reads and
writes from/to the underlying storage layer are performed on data large enough to
ompensate for network tra overhead.
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The benets of using BSFS as storage layer for Map-Redue appliations were
validated through large-sale experiments; these tests ompare BSFS and HDFS in
dierent senarios. They show a substantial gain in exeution time with respet to
HDFS (in the order of 35%). Moreover, BSFS has additional funtionalities that
HDFS does not support: onurrent appends, onurrent writes at random osets
and versioning.
4.3 Data-intensive on Desktop Grids: BitDew
This setion presents a Map-Redue implementation targeted at Desktop Grids.
Desktop Grids harvest omputing and storage power of volunteer idle desktop
omputers. Very large platforms like Boin [1℄ proved that volunteer peers an
provide huge storage potential.
The hallenge we address here is to broaden the sope of appliations that
an benet from Desktop Grids. The typial appliation lass for this platform
are Bag-of-Tasks appliations omposed of independent tasks with small input
and output data. We prove that granted we overome several hallenges, Desktop
Grids are able to run Map-Redue omputations. The rst hallenge omes
from the diulty of performing the olletive le operations neessary during
the shue phase when intermediate results are exhanged between the Map
and Redue phases. The diulty omes from the volatility of hosts, unstable
network onditions, the presene of NATs and rewalls that make olletive
ommuniations diult to ahieve. The seond hallenge omes from the high
volume of intermediate results that makes it impratial to send them all bak to
the server. Result ertiation neessary to guarantee that the results have not
been falsied by maliious volunteers [21℄ must be performed in a deentralized
fashion, when it is usually entralized on existing Desktop Grid platforms. The
third hallenge omes from the dependenies between Redue and Map tasks that
an slowdown the whole proess when hosts are too volatile and some perform
muh slower than the others.
For Map-Redue to perform eiently on Desktop Grids, we propose several
solutions relying on lateny hiding, distributed result heking through repliation
of data and tasks and barrier-free redution.
4.4 Arhiteture of Map-Redue over BitDew
In this setion we present key BitDew features and optimizations needed to run
Map-Redue omputations on Internet Desktop Grids.
BitDew [7℄ is a middleware developed at INRIA; its primary goal is
to provide high-level APIs to manage large data-sets on hybrid distributed
infrastrutures omposed of Desktop Grids, Clouds and Grids. BitDew takes are
of fault tolerane, data sheduling and supports several data transfer protools
transparently. These features involve deisions that are driven by data attributes
provided by the programmer.
Our Map-Redue implementation [24℄ relies on BitDew to ope with the
diulty of using Desktop Grids. Using the data attributes desribed above,
we set dependenies between map inputs, the mappers, intermediate results, the
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reduer and the nal result. The BitDew runtime will use the dependenies to
automatially reate a data ow between the nodes. It will plae data on volunteer
omputers and deal with faults as they our, repliating data items on dierent
nodes when neessary.
In the remaining of this setion we present important features and
optimizations that have been designed speially to address Internet Desktop
Grid platforms.
Lateny Hiding. To hide the high lateny aused by Internet network onditions,
NATs, and rewalls, we overlap ommuniations with omputation. BitDew oers
asynhronous APIs to several synhronous transfer protools suh as HTTP and
FTP. Workers are multi-threaded so that a maximum number of Map and Redue
threads an be ongured and inoming tasks are enqueued as soon as they are
reeived.
Colletive File Operation. Map-Redue requires a set of olletive
ommuniations inherited from parallel programming. These operations are
1) Distribution, used to distribute the initial le hunks, 2) Shue, used to
distribute intermediate results between Mappers and Reduers and 3) Combine,
used by the master node to ollet the nal result. To implement suh olletive
operations in BitDew, we designed DataColletion, used to manipulate a olletion
of data as a single objet, and DataChunk that are individual items of a
DataColletion.
Fault Tolerane. To deal with nodes joining and leaving the omputation during
a Map task, we simply re-shedule the task data to another node. When a Redue
task fails, we distribute all the intermediate results to a dierent Redue worker.
This is ahieved by setting an anity attribute between the Redue job and
the intermediate results. File transfer failures tolerane is done internally by the
BitDew runtime.
Barrier-Free Computation. Host hurn neessitates that the barriers present
in traditional Map-Redue implementations be removed. To avoid barriers we
dupliate input data and intermediate results. Reduer nodes examine their queue
and keep only the last version of intermediate les when dupliates exist, so
the rst version of an intermediate result is redued. Additionally, Redue tasks
an work on segments of a key interval. Thus, unlike traditional Map-Redue
implementations, Redue nodes start working as soon as intermediate results are
available. The reduer knows when its task is nished beause the number of data
hunks and the number of reduers are known in advane. Repliation and early
redution allows to eliminate the barrier between Map and Redue tasks.
Sheduling. We follow the usual Map-Redue paradigm of moving the
omputation where the data resides. Map-Redue on BitDew uses a two-level
sheduler. The rst level is the BitDew sheduler that plaes data on nodes
aording to attributes. The seond level is the master node; it detets laggers
(nodes that slow down the whole omputation taking too muh time to perform
a single task) and an in suh ase inrease the data repliation so that another
node an take over the same task.
Distributed Result Cheking. As Desktop Grid an always ontain several
maliious volunteers, result ertiation is neessary. In this ontext, intermediate
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results might be too large to be sent bak to the server to perform this ertiation,
so it has to be deentralized. Here we use the majority voting ertiation
algorithm [14℄. Input les, Map tasks and thus intermediate results are repliated
and sent to reduers. One a reduer has reeived at least n of p intermediate
results, it ompares them and keeps the one that appears the most. Redue tasks
are repliated as well and the master node takes are of heking the Redue
outputs.
5 Sheduling Issues
The Map-Redue paradigm has been designed in order to simplify the task of
the appliation programmer using a large set of nodes to perform data intensive
omputations. The frameworks implementing the Map-Redue paradigm have to
shedule the Map and Redue tasks. There are several plaes in a Map-Redue
framework where optimized shedulers are needed. This inludes hoosing the
amount of data eah node has to proess, how to rebalane the data in order
to make eah node get the data it has to proess and hoosing the order of the
transfers between the Map and Redue tasks.
5.1 Previous Work
The main goal of the sheduling phase an be to minimize the makespan. Taking as
muh parameters into aount as possible makes the shedule loser to the global
optimal solution. The data proessed by the Map funtion is made blok by blok.
Thus, omputing the amount of data to be proessed by every node is an integer
variables problem. However, as desribed by the Divisible Load Theory [3℄, this
kind of problem an be solved as a real variables problem and then rounded to
integers. This allows to ompute eiently a shedule from what is known about
the platform and about the transfer that will happen just after the end of the Map
omputation.
Berlinska and Drozdowski [2℄ took a similar approah where they use the
Divisible Load Theory to ompute the amount of data proessed by eah node
taking into aount the time needed to transfer data between the Map and Redue
tasks.
In their model, it is onsidered that the Map and Redue operations are
performed by distint nodes. This is a simpliation that eliminates the need for
a speial ase where a node would transfer the data to itself. Every node starts
sequentially. That means that a given node annot start before the previous node
has nished its sequential startup. Then, it is assumed that every node has aess
to the data without ontention, so that the time needed for the Map operations to
nish is diretly proportional to the amount of data to proess. The same happens
for the transfers between the Map and Redue tasks. Moreover, it is onsidered
that every mapper node will have the same amount of data to send to every
reduer node. And nally, there is a one-port onstraint that means that every
node an send or reeive data to / from only one node at the same time and the
number of parallel transfer is limited.
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Given their transfer sheduling algorithm, they have to use a linear program
to ompute the data size for eah mapper node to proess. This is quite a heavy
omputation that does not sale very well.
5.2 Communiations Optimization
In our work, we use the same model as Berlinska and Drozdowski and the same
onstraints. Under ertain irumstanes, the result given by the linear program
shows some remarkable regularities. Espeially, the omputations end just when
the rst transfer of the previous node ends. This allows to simplify the linear
program whih beomes a linear system. This linear system an be solved in O(m)
time, with m being the number of mapper nodes, whih makes it sale muh better
than a linear program.
Another observation about the results from Berlinska and Drozdowski is that
they use a stati transfer sheduler whih leads to a suboptimal bandwidth usage.
By using a sheduler that starts the transfers as soon as possible, still enforing
the same onstraints on the order in whih they may happen, we an redue the
transfer duration by around 15 - 20%.
We also tried to release some onstraints on the order of the transfers and allow
the transfers with higher priority to preempt other transfers. This always leads to
an improvement of the transfer time, but the improvement is then negligible.
In the near future we plan to implement this in the global framework trying
to take into aount the data management by BlobSeer or BitDew. We also plan
to implement a feedbak from the ompute nodes to the master node in order to
adjust the shedule with respet to some measured parameters like the proessing
speed or some other hard-to-guess parameters of the model.
6 Handling Fault Tolerane
The Map-Redue paradigm was designed speially to sale, being able to take
advantage of the omputational resoures in large dataenters. However, due to
the large amount of resoures needed to run Map-Redue appliations and the
fat that they run on ommodity hardware, failures are rather the norm than
the exeption [25℄. Thus, fault tolerane beomes a ritial issue that needs to be
addressed.
Due to the similarities between Map-Redue and the master-worker paradigm,
prodution-ready Map-Redue frameworks handle fault tolerane by simply
resheduling the failed tasks for another exeution until they sueed. This sheme
has an important advantage: it is easy to design and implement. However, its
performane is highly dependent on the omplexity of the tasks: if they take a
long time to nish and involve a lot of resoures, then a simple resheduling
wastes a lot of omputational resoures. As an example, onsider the ase of
sienti appliations that an be solved using Map-Redue but whose mappers
annot be expressed as simple, short omputations. In this ase, the mappers
are rather omplex and need to be expressed as mini-instanes of tightly-
oupled omputations. Taken to the extreme, these mini-instanes might beome
omplex enough to even need to be distributed themselves. In this ontext, simple
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resheduling is not enough and needs to be omplemented with more advaned
approahes than an deal with suh omplex mappers.
We propose the use of Chekpoint-Restart (CR) [6℄ to address this issue:
fault tolerane for omplex mappers is ahieved by saving reovery information
periodially during failure-free exeution and restarting from that information
in ase of failures, in order to minimize the wasted omputational time and
resoures. Although extensively studied in the ontext of High Performane
Computing (HPC) appliations, CR faes an important hallenge in our ontext:
it needs to adapt to the dataenter infrastruture typially used for Map-Redue
appliations, i.e. build out of ommodity hardware. With the growing popularity
of Infrastrutrue-as-a-Servie (IaaS) louds, this infrastruture also inludes a
virtualization layer that isolates Map-Redue workloads in their own virtual
environment. We fous our eorts in this diretion.
To this end, we rely on BlobCR (BlobSeer-based Chekpoint-Restart) [18℄, a
hekpoint-restart framework speially optimized for tightly-oupled sienti
omputations that were written using a message passing system (e.g. MPI [9℄) and
need to be ported to IaaS louds.
Unlike traditional HPC infrastrutures, IaaS louds typially feature loal disk
storage that does not generate operational osts (i.e. it an be used for free by the
user). Leveraging loal storage is a ommon senario for Map-Redue appliations:
it has the potential to both improve I/O performane and ut on operational osts
ompared to the typial solution of using a parallel le system. However, loal disk
storage is not guaranteed to survive beyond the life-time of a VM, whih an at any
point be terminated due to failures. Thus, one hallenge we address is to extend
CR for the senario where data is stored on the loal disk rather than a parallel
le system. Doing so enables us to support an important CR feature that is not
available on traditional HPC infrastrutures: the ability to roll bak le system
hanges.
To ahieve this, BlobCR introdues a dediated hekpoint repository that
is able to take inremental snapshots of the whole disk attahed to the virtual
mahine (VM) instanes. More speially, during normal exeution, all writes of
the appliation proesses are performed on the virtual disk. When a hekpoint
needs to be taken, the state of the proesses are saved into les on the virtual disk
and then a snapshot of the virtual disk is taken. This works either at appliation-
level, where the proess state is managed by the appliation itself, or at proess-
level, where the proess state is aptured transparently at the guest operating
system level using tools suh as BLCR [5℄. Obviously, a mehanism must exist
that enables the appliation to request snapshots of its virtual disk, whih an
be taken only by the physial mahine. To this end, BlobCR exposes a speial
remote API inside the VM mahine instanes. Synhronization of the snapshots to
reet a globally onsistent hekpoint is the responsibility of the hekpointing
protool. If a VM fails, BlobCR re-deploys a new instane of it and resumes
the omputation inside the VMs from the most reent suessful hekpoint by
restoring the orresponding virtual disk snapshots and relaunhing the appliation.
To failitate the resume proess, we expose VM disk snapshots as rst-lass
objets. All snapshots are inremental in order to minimize performane and
resoure onsumption overhead during exeution. The snapshots are stored in a
striped fashion on the loal disks, with eah stripe repliated for resiliene. Several
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optimizations suh as lazy instantiation [17℄ and adaptive prefething [19℄ are used
to aelerate the instantiation of new VMs. A more detailed desription of how
these all tehniques are leveraged by BlobCR is available in [18℄.
Compared to state-of-art (that uses full VM snapshots to provide fully
transparent hekpointing at the virtualization layer diretly), we demonstrate
large performane gains and muh lower resoure utilization [18℄ both using
syntheti benhmarks and real life HPC appliations. Enouraged by these results,
we plan to integrate BlobCR into Hadoop, an open-soure Map-Redue framework
and study its benets in the ontext of omplex mappers that need to spawn mini-
instanes of tightly-oupled sienti omputations. We expet to obtain better
overall performane and lower resoure utilization ompared to plain resheduling.
7 Putting Everything Together
7.1 Overview of the Approah
One major hallenge to overome in order to exeute Map-Redue appliations
on hybrid infrastrutures is to onnet and ongure all the elements into a
oherent and eient framework. Our goal is not to re-implement a full new Map-
Redue framework but to leverage existing building bloks as muh as possible.
Software omponent models [13, 23℄ provide onepts with respet to software
assembly arhiteture and ode re-use. Our approah is to use a state-of-the art
omponent model to desribe the global struture and the elements to ongure.
Then, sheduling and deision algorithms are used to derive a onrete struture
of the runtime elements. Let us rst introdue HLCM, the omponent model we
have hosen to leverage.
7.2 Introduing HLCM
High Level Component Model (HLCM) [4℄ is a software omponent model that
supports onepts of hierarhy, generiity and onnetorsand in partiular the
novel onepts of open onnetion. It aims at providing a framework to transform
a desription of an appliation in a model independently of the resoures to a
deployable assembly.
HLCM is independent of the denition of primitive omponents and
onnetions: speializations of HLCM have to dene them. For example
HLCM/Gluon++ is a speialization of HLCM where primitive omponents and
onnetions are dened in Gluon++, a thin layer turning Charm++ objets [12℄
into omponents. HLCM/Gluon++ has urrently only one primitive onnetor:
Charm++ RMI Use/Provide.
Another example is HLCM/L2C. Low Level Component (L2C) is a omponent
model where primitive omponents are C++ lasses with three kinds of primitive
onnetors: C++ Use/Provide, Corba Use/Provide and MPI ommuniator.
HLCM/LLCMj is a last example of speialization for Java based omponents.
An HLCM speialization generates a representation on an appliation in a
format that depends on the speialization. This generation makes use of spei
algorithms and resoure models to ontrol whih non-funtional onerns have to
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Figure 4 High level desription of an hybrid Map-Redue appliation. The value of N
as well the atual implementation of Map-Redue omponent type are
determined by sheduling and deision algorithms.
be optimized (ompletion time of the appliation, omputation ost, et). The
atual deployment of the generated appliation is not handled by HLCM.
7.3 Applying HLCM to Map-Redue proessing on hybrid infrastrutures
To implement the vision desribed in Figure 2, HLCM oers very interesting
features. First, it does not impose any primitive omponent model. Hene, any
native ode  in Java, C++, or any other language  an be supported by HLCM
as long as a speialization is dened. Similarly, any native ommuniation model
an be integrated with the same approah, also without introduing any overhead.
Therefore, HLCM appears as a very interesting model to manage a hybrid Map-
Redue platform.
Seond, HLCM enables to desribe an abstrat arhiteture with many hoies
left to the transformation algorithm. The proposed approah is to onnet the
Hybrid Dispather omponent to an arbitrary number of omponents of type
Map-Redue, as shown in Figure 4. This number and the atual implementation
of these Map-Redue omponents are left to the transformation algorithm.
Based on performane metris and optimization goals, it will selet the atual
implementations as well as a partitioning of the data.
The most diult part of wrapping an existing Map-Redue runtime into a
Map-Redue omponent is to dene bridges to onvert data formats, if needed. For
example, BlobSeer and BitDew need speialized omponents to opy data to/from
their spae  similarly as Hadoop works with data in HDFS.
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8 Conlusions
The Map-Redue programming model is urrently subjet to many researh eorts,
however state-of-the-art solutions are still far from meeting many requirements
of data-intensive omputing appliations. This paper disusses several major
limitations in urrent Map-Redue frameworks and proposes an approah whih
aims to overome these limitations. We fous on an original setting where
target exeution infrastrutures possibly rely on several loud servie providers in
extension to desktop grid platforms. We propose a fault-tolerant data management
arhiteture whose goal is to enable highly-salable Map-Redue data proessing
on suh hybrid infrastrutures built by ombining louds and desktop grids. We
omplement this solution with new sheduling tehniques for large exeutions of
Map-Redue instanes, able to sale over heterogeneous platforms. All building
bloks of this arhiteture are onneted together by means of a software
omponent model and are exposed to lients as a oherent and eient Map-
Redue framework. Current work is fousing on demonstrating the eetiveness of
the proposed integrated arhiteture on real platforms relying on Nimbus louds
and on Grid'5000-based desktop grids with real-life workloads generated by data
mining bio-hemistry and bioinformatis appliations.
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